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INTRO:UUCTIOIT 
With the death of Calderon in 1680 the Golden 
Al~e of Spanish letters came to a close. :Foli tically and 
economically Spain be~an to retro~ress at the death of 
:?hilip II in 1598 and reacheci the lowest depths by the 
year 1700. Thereupon the first 3ourbon came to the throne 
and under the French domination Spanish writers turned away 
from their national literature to the French classic forms. 
In t11eir fanatical reaction they denomJ.ced t:te 
productions of the Golden .l'l.p;e. f\.ccordiE~ to ttem I1ope and 
Calderon were not :'it for human c onsu:r~rot ion •. ~ven Cald.e ron's 
nautos sacra:m.entales<T were prohibited by law. In fsct the 
most famous Golden Age dramas were proscribed.. Translations 
from t.i1e French into Spanish took their :place •• 
Out of t.lcis hectic r-eriod o:' political upheavals, 
revolutions and counterrevolutions which cnlminated in the 
death of Ferdinand VII in 182:3, there emer,csed an entirely 
diffe~~'ent literary movement, a trend away from classicism 
t mvard s romantic ism. 
~. 
In the following chapters we are only concerned 
with the part tlle German writers played in this reversal 
in literary trends. This necessitated a chapter on German 
Romanticism and what it stood for, and a brief history of 
the spiritual relationshi}) of the two countries to ~ive us 
a backr;round :for the accomplishments of the German Romanticists 
in their endeavor to pllblicize the romsntic aspects of the 
writers of the Golden Age. 
Of these romantic writers none deserves greater 
credit tLan the Schle~el Brothers for their 11nceasing 
efforts in the revival of interest in the Golden Age litera-
ture. ~ot only by their efforts but by their enthusiasm 
and fervor 6. id tr.:ey lead literary Spa in away from foreign 
fields to its national art _treasures by reopenir~ the door 
that closed 11pon the Golden Age at the death of Calderon 
in 1680. 
CHAPTER I 
A BIRD' S EYE VIEW OF GEIDLAN ROivlA1~ICISM. 
Romanticism, this ma~ic word that swept the Euro-
pean continent toward the close of the 18th century, where 
did it ori~inate? Who were the pioneers of tte movement, 
and how did it spread throughout Europe? Before answering 
these questions let us try to find an exact definition of 
the word itself. 
In its literal sense it :refers to Romance 
language. the vernacular of the Latin·-spea1cing countries. 
Later it came to signify a poem and still later a "rornan11 
(novel). because this type was the most important production 
of romance literature. Since adventure and invent ion are 
common to most novels. "Romanticn carne to mean adventurous 
and fantastic. In Germany "rornantischn took on additional mea-
ning. It was even applied sometimes to wild sceene:ry and 
later to medieval settings. The attempts to define the term 
accurately have not always been entirely satisfactory•Most 
writers on the sabject counterpoise Classic' and Romantic. 
1 
To some t.he distinction is geographical, as lTme. de Staal 
indicates by her differentiation of the T.Jiteratures of the 
~orth from those of the ~outh, to others the difference is 
ethnographical. Neither one seems to be correct. One can 
not even always classity one writer as entirely Romantic 
or Classic, as Goethe and Schiller testify. The two terms 
Classic and Romantic represent two different conceptions of 
life: the one static and finite and the other dynamic and 
everchanging. Bllt even this distinction is not clear cut. 
There is some overlapping of ideas. Did not the French 
eighteenth cectury, the age of reason, bring forth Rousseau 
as well as Voltaire, the latter with his domination of the 
mind and the former with his mastery of sentiment? 
According to 1\.tme. de Staal, romantic literatllre 
is the only thing that can be made perfect, for, ha'fing 
its roots in our own soil, it is the only type that can 
grow and recreate itself. It expresses our reli~ion, it 
recalls our history. Its ori~in is old but not antique. 
In Bertrand's romantic world, art tries to 
cor.::unune with life: man purst1es the dream of his love across 
the thousand advent ares of existence. 
2 
To A. N. Schlege the whole panorama of life is 
based on contrasts: modern art versus the antique and 
classic, and t:t.:.is anti t:tesis is reflected in Roma nt i.e ism. He 
reiterates that the word "Romanticism11 comes from romance the 
name of the ''Volkssprachen'' which were formed by a mixture 
of nordic and antique, whereas the cult:1re of the ancients 
was of one type. 
Le romantisme est l'art de 
presenter aux peuples les oeuvres 
litteraires qui dans l'etat actuel de 
leurs croyances sont susceptibles de leur 
donner le plus :;rand plaisir possible. 
Le classicisme, au contraire est 1' art 
de presenter aux peuples la litterature 
qui donnait le plus grand plaisir a 
leurs arriere-grands-peres. 1 
Das Romantische gefaellt sich in unauf- · 
loeslichen Mischun~en. Alle entge~en~esetz­
ten: I'Ya t11r und Kunst, ?oesie und l)ro sa, 
Ernst und Scherz, Erinnerung und Ahndung, 
Geistigkeit und Sinnlich1::eit, das Irdische 
und das Goettliche, Leben und ~od verschmilzt 
sie auf das Inni~ste mite inander. 2 
1Emil Wismer, Der Einfluss Q..e..s. Romantikers 
Zacharias Ilerner in :3"ranheich ( A.ffoltern a. A., 1928 
Inaug.diss. :J'Jeuchatel) p.76. 
2EdLlard Boecl::ing, Au.o;ust 'Nilhelm von SchleS"Cels 
'• ·--. . 
saemmtliche 'Nerke, (Leipzig: :1e idman, 1846) Vol. VI. p.l61 
3 
The romanticists li1::e ITovalis and Schlec:el vvho 
0et t11e word "romantiquen from "romann, arram:;e their 
literar¥ ideal around the Cervantesque novel. Others have 
made of the word a synonym of meridional. 
The Ro:.nantic movement began in Germany towards the 
end of the 18th century. In the spring of 1808 A.N.Schlegel 
gave his famous Vienna lecttaes nueber drama t ische Kunst und 
Litera tur", and his yo 11n~er brother, Friedrich published 
his lectt1res, rrueber neue und alta Li teratur". Both olaced 
Spanish poetry on a hi~h plane. A.'I.Schlec;el considered the 
Spanish drama romantic. In fact, he maintP,ined tnat only 
England and Spain collld boast of a Romnt1tic Drama. In B;ng-
land the first exponent was Sha:cespere and in· Spain, J;ope 
de Vega. 
4 
The German romanticists were drawn to the South, 
es-,)ecially to Spain. This land, so cllriously oriental, calls 
up all the dreams of marvelotlS and adventtl!'OllS extravagance. 
And it is Cervantes who offers the most nowerfnl ar:d authen-
tic pictllre of this romar:tic Spain. Therefore it was the 
romantic Cervantes that appealed to the romanticists in 
Germany. The romantic adventu.res, the "Nove.las 11 and "Persilesll 
arJused t~eir phantasy. 
J,e rooantisme allemand decouvri t 
un Cervantes inconnu, l'artiste inspire 
et conscient, le penseur hautain, qui 
eut une conception ori~inale de l'art 
et de la vie et la dressa en symboles 
puissantes. Les poetes romantiques 
eurent l'intuition d'un poete plus ~rand 
qu'eux:memes, plus grand que totlt, 
un heros du verbe et du symbole. 3 
The romanticists attempted to conciliate the con-
trasting conce9tions, and Cervantes aided them in this. They 
admired in him the soldier of Lepanto and of Alo:iers and 
at the same time the poet and the philosopher. T~ey liked 
his unhappy heroes, symbols of the poesy itself, and like it, 
badly treated by tte prose of life. All of the romanticists 
hailed Don Quijote as a book that represents him best. It is 
an ample picture of the ~orld and humanity. Like Don Quijote, 
5 
the romanticists had trw lo n~ ing,: for the ana ttainable: the love 
of Rudel for J,:elisande, of Sternbald for ''1' inconEue'1 , of 
rrovalis for a lost c1-:ild. :!as· it 110t the love of Don r:::uij ote, 
for the Dulcinea of his dreams? - The heroes of Cerv~ntes: 
'A 
...., J .J .,'\.Bertrand, Cervantes et le romantisme 
allemand, ( ?aris: F. cilca n, 1914) Avant- ?ropos, p. II 
~--------------------------------------------. 
6 
Don Q.ui,j ote, I.i.An tonio, Rinconete and Cortadillo and 
~ersiles are on their way for their conquests of their 
dreams. They chase all over 3uroue for the blue flower or 
some elusive object, the absolute of ha,piness which flees 
before them. To ti1e rom3nticists all of Cervantes' heroes 
were ~reat and purified. Throu~h t~e characters of his ima-
zination and by bis form they considered him a romantic poet. 
The German rorn;:1nt icists spread their influence arotlnd 
t:hem and provo>:ed among: the classicists a renevvel of curiosity 
and a fellow-fee lin?;: :fo:r S-!)anish writers, especially Calderon 
and Cerv;.:lntes. One of those ,-,rho vms led willie:z:ly into t~f-J.e 
Romantic path wa:s J .?.Richter. Ee showed in his nTi tsn" the 
attraction towards this mysterious cotlntry of sun and love. 
In Calueron he saw trw Ror;~sntic poet. 
?riedrich von Schle~el states in his "Geschichte 
der al ten llnd net1en TJi tera t11r" ~·,nat the real life in Spain 
was tt::.en more "chevaleresqaerr and more rom'J.ntic L:an in any 
otll:::;r c.~;untry of 3Jllrope. ~ven the lncJc of a rio;oro11S and 
perfect social order, the unham•)ered life of the provinces 
was favorable to poesy. 
7 
'7illiarj; vo~1 3c:hlec;el m1de :romqnticisn: "a lo. mode'1 , 
esvecially in 3e:t.~lin, t}:"=.tnl::s to his lectures. f.Tis t:rqnsla-
tions, tis l.:ro:oa:;'.:H-:da :lt~d his liter11r;v salons s;wes.d across 
Ge:rmany; a ::r:reat nostalqoia i'vaded t}:e Gerr:can heart. Schle:\el 
contrib11ted to the SD:read of roma.nticism and E.In.o.e Stael 
revealed to Fra ;1ce German tl101.1 ~11t. 
~e nom de romontique a ete int:roduit 
nouveller;1ent en Allemr~gne, po11r desigi::er la 
poesie dont les chants des troubadeurs ont 
ete l'origine, celle qui est nee de la 
chevalerie et dtl Christianisme. 4 
Romanticism now tried to eXliTess itself in v'Jorks 
of art. Oervrn1tes 1u.ld his part in t!1is t~ew conqn.est. He had 
entered into the Romantic tradition. Cervantes vvit:t Shake-
spere, Dante and Goethe encoura~ed the evolution toward mo-
dern poesy. The Spain of Cervantes a1)peared under its most 
sedactive colors '3.r::.d it W'JS ti:e cnlt of Cervantes I'Vhich 
opened the v;ay to Camoe:1s, Calderon aud Bocacio. G!ervat3tes' 
Don ~tlLjote ar1d l:is !'novelas 11 were soon ?:oinc:- to inspi:re a 
new realism, whicb t~e romanticists had already announced. 
4 rme. de Stael, De T.;'Allema<!rie, ( ?aris: ~I.Eicolle, 
1814) Vol.II p. 59 
Cervantes struc;;: tte rio:ht <::!horci of t,,e RomnEtic rair:d. 'rhe 
-1 
romanticists we:;_~e inspired by the nromanesgtie" and tr;e 
m.ysteriOLlS in ti::.e wor1;:s of Cervantes. 
On n'imite paw volontiers un 
auteur, mais on se chauffe a sa flame. 
On lui emprunte l'esprit meme de son 
oeuvre. Ces remiscences cervantesques 
dans le roman contemnorain du premier 
romantisme sont n.ne preuve nonvelle de la 
porularite que le romantisme vepait 
de conferer au poete es9agnol. 5 
8 
Cervantes was cons ide red a precllrsor, an au t.hori ty 
by tlle rornarlticists. His nDon nuijoten and Goetl1e's rr!.7ilhelrn 
l'eistern csive a lesson in poetic real:i.srn and profound 
philosophy. Both had a decided influence on Romantic art. 
The German Romanticists turned to Catholicism and 
mysticism. "their motto was the medieval 'memento mori', 
for death was the gate to the real life of the spirit." 6 
So Calderon took on enormous proportions in the eyes of the 
Romanticists. 
5 Bertrand, op.£11., p.311 
6 L.A.'tfillouo:nby, The Romantic rovement in Germany, 
(Oxford University ~ress: Rum~hrey Milford, 1930) p. 7 
9 
To Friedrich von Schles;el he was even ~reater t}:_an Sb.Bkespere. 
In him he found the identification 
life and dream w~1ich W'-l.S symbolic of 
this vvorld for all Romanticists. lie saw 
depicted in the Spanish dramatist an 
ideal picture of the Kiddle Ages with 
their uniform Faith, their alleR:orical 
vision, in a back~round of picturesque 
splendour.6 . 
In Spain German Romanticism manifested itself by 
rebelling agains tradition as expressed in the classical drama. 
Both, in Spain and ~ortu~al a battle against French supremacy 
was waged. In the first cot1ntry a German, Boehl von Faber 
carried on the fight WIJ valiantly that he was made a member 
of the Spanish Academy. iVe shall hear more about him later. 
Now let us turn for a moment to the "Storm and Stress movement, 
the forerunner of the Romantic period. 
In Germany it was Hamann and Herder who were the 
representatives of the new a~e of sentiment. Herder emphasized 
feeling rather than intellect, the individnal rather than 
society. He advised each n;;.tion to study its past and to copy 
the charm of the poetry of its ancestors. He urged each nation 
to create its own individual forms of lan;::st1ag;e, art and 
6rbid., p. 64 
~--------------------------------------~-r 
10 
literature and so contribute to world culture. His ideas 
fond a welcome acceptance among a group of youn writers who 
called themselves nstuermer und Draengel"'T. Goethe, who met 
Herder in Strassburg in the winter of 1770, became the leader 
of the new movement. During this period of Storm and Stress 
German Homanticism was forn. The most reuresentative of the 
group were the Schle~el brothers, Schelling, Schleiermacher, 
Tieck and Novalis. 
A great part of A.W. Schle~el's lectures on the 
Spanish drama deals with Calderon who had reached the peak 
of romantic poetr;J in Schlegel's eyes. He not only waxed en-
thusiastic over ~pains glorious past but also spoke hopefully 
of her future; for, when she awa~:es she has only to draw 
from her hoard of poetic treasure. In praise of Spain only 
his brother Friedrich equalled him and even outdid him in 
eulogizing Calderon. In spite of the latter's enthusiasm, 
A.~. Schlegel's influence in Spain was greater because of the 
translation of his lectures into French in 1814 and by means 
of this law?:uage found its way into Spain during the reign of 
Ferd indand VII. 
11 
Tieck was as interested as the Schlegel brothes 
in Spanish litera t11re ~ In his rrz:ai ser Octavius" Caldern' s 
influence is apparent in the metrical texture. Tieck's trans-
lation of Don Quijote in 1798 was the best of its kind. His 
humoristic scenes and lyric elements are masterful reprocuc-
tions. 
Zacharias Werner and Grillparzer were both inspired 
by A.w. Schlegel's translation of five plays of Calderon; Grill 
parzer' s nner Traum ein Leben!! su-;o:ests Calderon's 11 La vida 
es sue non although the theme is sli~htly different. In the 
latter the hero lives his dream whereas in the former he wakes 
up and to his relief.finds out that he was only dreaming. The 
meter, trochaic tetrameter, is a legacy from the Spanish drama. 
The dream motive used by Navalis and E.T.A. Hoffman also indi-
ctes Calderonean influence. 
Another ·,vri ter who played a great part in the Roman-
tic revival was Boehl von Faber. He chanpioned the Golden Age 
in Spain ·by popularizing August w. von Schlegel. This aroused 
Jose Joaquin de r,Iora who gave a critical reply and in so doing 
started the famous quarrel in 1818 between the two men. Mora 
attacked not only Boehl and Schle~el but the Romantic princip-
les most vehemently. Both combattants used the name of Schlegel 
12 
freely and so adve!'tized the name .<lnd what it stood for. 
besides these champions of romanticism, Boehl 
and the Schlegel brothers, there were other German writers 
interested in Spain who contributed to the revival of roman-
ticism in ~hat country. J.A. Dieze, Bouterwek and ~ieck are 
three of the most important: 
We respeat in Tieck one of the subtle 
minds •uhose peculiar office it seems to 
be to interpret one age to the other • • • 
His services as a poetic expositor of 
the Middle A~es cannot be disputed. 
Novalis resuscitated Catholicism as an organ 
of profound religious feeling, but we owe 
to Tieck the discovery of what ~ be called the 
worldly side of Catholicism, its affinity 
with the popular fancy, Its ealth of 
passion •••• the artistic quality of its 
rites and legends, the picturesqueness of 
life en~endered by it. 7 
Besides an interest in the drama the Germans also 
popularized the Spanish ballad. Herder translated the "Cid" 
and Jakob Grimm published in 1815 nsilva de romances vie j os". 
In 1821 Boehl von Faber published "Floresta de Rimas antiguas 
7 Kuno Francke, A History of Gerrnan Literature 
(New York: Henr~ Holt and Company, 1927) p.453 
castellanas" • It is a three volume work and contains 1000 
poems. It received favorable comment in the Suanish press. 
In 1832 his nleatro espanol anterior a Lope de Vegan was 
pllblished in Hambllrg and boasted a lar~e m1mber of i;;ipa ni sh 
readers. 
13 
Goethe and Schiller both had a followit~ in Spain. 
The former had more of his works translated bllt both served 
to bring the collntries closer together. Another German w~iter 
who contributed somewhat to the revival was E.T.A. Eoffman. 
Eis most ardent admirer in Spain was Zorrilla's wife, who 
insptred her hllsba.nd to write nLa Fasionara. n 
~efore taki~ llp in detail the efforts of the 
German Romantic writers in resllrreating the RomaEtic aspects 
of medieval Spain, let llS st1rvey a brief history of the spi-
ritlla1 relations of the two countries preceding the Romantic 
period. 
CHAPT~R II 
BETWl~EJJ SPAIN AND G3RJ':J.UJY 
The earliest relationship between the two countries 
goes back to the trade relations in the Diddle Ages. In 1541 
Anton Fugger wrote to his friend, Andreas Schatters, 11Iviercurius 
I II 8 gehet den Kusen voran und weised ihnen die •wege. Trade be-
ween South Germany and Spain at this ea-rly time was already 
very extensive. In the first part of the 15th cent11ry German 
firms of Cologne, Regensburg and Augsburg had representatives 
in Barcelona. These commercial connections had a definite 
influence upon the spiritual relationship between the two coun-
tries, especially when German printers spread their art 
t~YJ.rough out the I'tuerian :':,eni nsula. As Lope de VeR;a expressed 
it nsie waren als ·raffenschmiede der Bilduno,- taetig.n 9 
8 Dr. Julius Schwering, 
zwischen Spanien und Deutschland, 
1902) p. 1. -
9 Ibid. p. 22 
14 
TJi terarische Bezieht:tnc:;en 
( l ,. t · ··r 1I S '"' • .~uens er 1. 'i•: J.'•' cuoen1g, 
~------------------~ 
Pilcsrims also contributed to a closer relation-
ship. As early as 1080 pilgrima{~es to Spain rook place. 
15 
In the 15th century a pil~rims' book, "Jie Strassen und 
Yeilen zu st. Jac2cobr' was :published in Strassb11rg. It was a 
};:i nd of Baedeker for pilgrims. It may be :Partly d11e to the 
pilgrimages that in the field of Catholic theology the 
SlJiri tual exchange ·between S9ain and Germany was extraordi-
narily pronounced in the 15th and 16th cent11ry. The following 
works vJere ar:1ong the most important tr':tnslations: Religious 
writings of Diego de ~stella, Luis de Granada, Teresa de 
Jesus. 
Many Germans also streamed to Spain to fight the 
t:oors, and in the wars ar;ainst the Turks, the Germans fou~ht 
shoulder to shoulder with the Spaniards. Thro11ghout Germany 
Charles the 5th was la11ded as victor and the bravery of 
Spanish warriors was praised in songs and pamphlets. 
Last but not least Spanish Jews did their part to 
ftlrther the intellectual brotherhood of the two countries. 
They kept the interest in the Spanish lanR"tmq:e and litera. ture 
alive even after their expulsion from S·t)ain. Among the Jews 
~------------------------------~ 
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in Hambllrg were rna ny learned men who leapt in touah 
with the literary life of their homeland. Here in 1631 
:David Cohen Carlos translated the Son~s of Salomon into 
Spanish. Isac Jeschllrlln wrote his worlc "Livre de providencia 
de vina.n Cohen de Lara translated several writinr~s of 
r..~aimonides fro:a1 Hebrew into Spanish. Not only in Hamburg bllt 
also in other German Cities and towns dwelled scholarly 
Spanish Jews, al·l of whom in some way or other active in 
constrllctin~ cultaral bridc;es between their old aD.d their 
new horreland, Germany and S~ain. 
Spanish literary inflaence on German petry became 
noticeable at the turn of the century; jast at the time 
when Cervs.ntes commanded a predominant position in world 
literature. The niJilernber?;er :''egnitzschaefern and the 
nschlesiscYte :Jic1-:.tersclmlell directed their attention mainly 
to TJope de Vega, Cervantes, and Calderon. Cervantes was 
highly esteemed in Germ~ny; his spirit lives on to this very 
day. ~is "novelasn are a soarce of deli~ht for cul tn red. 
npreciosan still wanders over the German· sta0e accompanied 
by ''!eber' s soulful melodies. ~:ot even tl2e psendo-classicism 
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of France cont:-colled :~urope~ did Don ~uijote lose its charm 
for the German; it rennined tne favorite of all be~utifnl 
minds. :liven into our times the :S.or;;anticists learned !from 
this genial Syanish humorist. Friedric11 SpielLsc::en ar=-d a 
raul E:eyse were amon :his s-reatest admirers. All admitted 
that Cervantes 1uas inimitable. 7lhat Lord Byron said abon.t 
Sheridan applies to him too: ":Die ratur zerbrach cde Form 
nach d.em sie dieen Geist geschaffenrr 10 AlthotHjh Cervantes 
had never put foot on German soil, he was already known 
throughout Germany durin~ his life time. In 1617 "Rinconete 
and Cortad illo" appeared in Ge:rr:1an in .Aagsbarg. In 1621 
Paksch Bostl von der Saa.le translated the first twenty two 
chapters of rrDon Quixote 11 • Phylipp lieisdorfer published 
"Selections from Cervante's novelas'1 in Fran:k:furt 1653. 
In 1659 ~asuar Ens translated into Latin "~1 Licenciado 
Vidriera ~~. 
lO Ibid. p. 50 
Cervantes h0.d a decided influence on German 
literature. His suoreme popularity never waned. lleinrich 
rostel and ·Bodmer considered Don ~~uij ote the cleverest 
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satire on supreme wisdom and folly. The adventures of Don 
.)uijote became favorite models for mtlsical comedies and 
operas. In 1670 at the royal court of Dresden Camacho's 
wedding was presented. And in 1722 "Sancho" was put on in 
Hamburg. Whereever brave sollls rose up a~ainst the follies of 
their time the genillS of this Spanish satirist inspired them. 
·vith Don Wuijote's weapons Wieland combatted the exag~arated 
taste for the French fiFeenmaerc'he; H ru.saeus i 11 his "Grandi-
son II. "fou~ht false sentimentality. Lessing in his youth 
was very enthusiastic over Don Quijote and wanted to trans-
late Cerv•.:tntes' "novelasn. ::=rerder and Schiller were also 
insnired by Cervantes and tbeir worl:::s show his infln.ence. 
Schiller orenly adr:1itted t'his influence in ncie Raeuoern. 
At the end of tho 18th centrry literary criticism 
of Spain by Germany confined itself to Cervantes' Don ':l.uijote. 
In 1790 Joachim .:~schen1)nrg published somethin.o,- about Spain 
that was quite scanty. Friedrich von Blan}:en1mrg in "Lite:ra-




der schoenen :Z:uenste:' devoted more time to the sub,ject. 
In his chayter on comedy he wrote: "Die comedia sind freilich 
nicht nach dem klassischen Kuster ein~erichted, aber dafuer 
atmen sie mehr Leben and Wahrheit als Italienische.ll ll 
Calderon's TTautos 11 he characterizes as master-pieces. In 1799 
Gottfried Eichhorn published his literary history in which 
T1ope de Vega and Cald.eron are the most representative of 
the comedy. He also esteemed Cervantes hiG:hly. One also finds 
independent opinions in the writings of Kaufhold, Fischer 
and Links. Kaufhold is annoyed t:ra Spanish literatnre is so 
little appreciated. nrst es doch ansr;emachte Sache,n he 
writes "d'lsS die Spanier unter den Euronaeischen Nationen 
die ersten waren welche sich urn die titera.tur bekuemmerten 
Die Scanier haiten ein Teater und ~ute Schriftsteller noch 
ehe weder Franzosen noch J~n~laender etwas dergleichen 
aufweisen konnten. n 12 
11 Arturo Farinelly, Spanien und die Suanische 
Literatur l,m IJichte der deutschen Kritik _g,nd. -r::oesje 9 (Weimar: E. Felber, 1892.) p. 318 
12 Ibid. P• 350 
••• 
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Fischer preferred Spanish prose. Ee tho,rht hisrhly of it. 
Ee himself tr'inslated Quevedo and l.Iareo Aleman. Ee was one 
of the most active intermediaries between Germany and Spain. 
In 1801 Dr. Escher wrote au article in rrintelligezblatt der 
allgemeinen Literaturzeitung" under the title:~Spa.nische 
Literatur zu Ende des 18. JahrhundertsTT in v.rhich Be praised 
Spain highly. 
In 1801 Friedrich Bucl1.holz published his 11 Eand-
buch der Spanischen Sprache und Literatur,n an ambitious com-
pilation in which the Germans get a sermon because of their 
neglect of Spanish literature in favor of French and English. 
Ee wrote: "Ger::e n 1300 gab es Dichter in Spanien. Lope de 
Vega selbst hat eine ganze Bibliotek geschriebenn 13schil:l!ers 
friend c. c. Koerner made Calderon's aquaintence in the 
second part of the handbook. 
Wilhelm von Humbold was the ~reatest German to 
visit Spain at the tnrn of the centu17. From Valencia he 
wrote to a friend r::ay 7th, 1800 : 
13 Ibid. p. 362 
Unter den mi ttaegliche Nationen 
aber scheinen die Spanier eine beson-
dere Stellung einzunehmen. Sie haben 
offenbar mehrere Charakteristen, die 
man Nordische zu nennen geneigt sein 
moechte. 3inige die uns Deutsche sehr 
nahe bringen. -14 
In 1804 Bouterweck' s nGeschichte der spanishen 
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'oesie und Beredsam1cei tn appeared. This vvas a great accomplish-
ment that broLlt!ht li.ght into chaos. Since the appearance of 
this book, much was done to snread Spanish literature in 
Germany. Translations, criticisms, original works, grammars 
and ~lexicons followed in quick succession. Finally in 1801 
the romanticists of Germany brought Spain before Germany 
and subsequently before all Europe, as a newly discovered 
country. 
On the other hand, what did Spain know about 
literary Germany? ..,. Until the end of the 18th century she 
scarcely had ~nowled~e of the country, much less of its 
literature. The average Spaniard did not travel extensively 
and anything beyond his home was a desert for him. Besides 
Spain lacked the means of learning German since there were 
14 Ibid. p. 3'70 
~~----------------------------~ 
very few grammars and dictionaries of that language in 
Spain. At the end of the 18th century a "Gramatica alemana 
compuesta para la nacion espanola" appeared, written by 
D. Antonio de Villa. It d.id not meet with great success. 
The Critics still preferred English Literature. 
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In 1793 Leandro Fernandez de Moratin traveled 
through Germany but only the material every day life interes-
ted him, not the spiritual. Some time later·abbe Juan Andres 
visited the country, where he was held in high esteem 
because of his "Origine e profSressin, a much read book 
in Germany. The opinions expressed by Andres on German 
literature were based on Frederick the Great•s " De la 
li tterature allemance" and Bielefeld's npro<Sres des Alle-
mandes". The feats of Frederick the Great impressed the 
Spaniards greatly. Many translations of his deeds and life 
appeared in Spain. 
In 1787 Gessner's poems were translated into 
Spanish by Pedro Lejeusne. And in 1787 Bernardo Maria de 
Calzada translated "Die Kunst stets froehlich zu sein" 
by Uz. Some other German works that appeared in Spanish 
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Translations were: nLessings "Minna von Barnhelm"i, 
Kotzebue's "Die Versuchung'1 , and Brandes' "Der Graf von 
Olsbach. '' 
Before the 19th century the Spaniards knaw very 
little about Schiller and Goethe. Only in the middle of the 
19th century was Schiller translated. Goethe's nwerthers 
Le iden" was translated by Jose rnor de :&,11entes in 1803 and 
the "pasiones" or ncuitas" of Werther soon became the mode 
in Spa in. The "l{.ernorial li terario n brought several anecdotes 
about the life of Goethe which were somewhat fantastic but 
nevertheless served the purpose of publicizing the name and 
what it stood for. 
Perhaps no other person has contrihuted more to the 
rapprochemant of the two countries than I'Lme. de Stael after 
ter trip to Germany in 1803. Through her book on Germany 
which appeared in 1810 a new country was discovered by the 
Spaniards. This book was received with acclaim and definJ.tely 
. 
furthered the spiritual relationship between the two countries 
and facilitated the task of the German romanticists, especially 
the Schlegel brothers in reviving an interest in the Spanish 
literatt1re of the Golden Age. 
CHAPTER III 
THE SCHLEGEL BROTHERS' RESEARCH 01~ 
CERVAnTES AND CALDERON 
no other German writers have earned as much credit 
as the Schlel brothers for their successful efforts in 
bringing the merits of the Golden Age Literature before the 
public. 
To introduce the reader to them, let us give him 
first the general reaction of Wilhelm and Friedrich to Spa-
nish poetry. August Wilhelm von Schlegel expresses the charm 
of Spanish poetry very eloquently. He states that it is a 
blending of Nordic earnestness, a tot1gh of the South and 
the dazzling pomp of the Orient. To this his brother has the 
following to add: 
So bluehte der Garten der spani-
schen Poesie auf altcastilischen durch 
portugiesiche Erfindl1ngen und proven-
zalische Blu.men, 11nd n11n a11ch d tlrch 
arabische Farbenglut verschoenert 
immer reicher und herrlicher empor. 15 
15 Friedrich von Schlegel, Saemtliche Nerke, 
Ulien~ I .Klang, 1846) Vo 1. II p. 63 
~-------------------------------------. 
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Friedrich von Schlersel in his Vienna lectllres 
prepares the gro11nd by giving- us a brief resume of Spanish 
literature • He states that the beC!innin~=;s of Spanish poetry 
were very simple. Tbe original forms were the epic lyric 
poems and the ballad. It seems as if one hears the so llnd of 
the Q;lli tar strin.gs in these primitive poetic forms. The 
epic, partly of Arabic origin, was at first a simple saga 
and later developed artistic qualities suitable for varied 
literary uses in wb,ich very often the colorf11l predominated. 
The ballad expressed feeling and emotion. Some Italian 
influence is noticable but the Spanish stands out with its 
deep tones reminiscent of Gothic and Oriental influence. 
No poetry had such a multifarious origin: 
Diese ~lemente waren einzelne 
Anklaenge der fantasia und des Gefuehls 
die zusammen erst einen vollen Accord bildeten 
und der spanishen Dichtk11nst eigentlich 
den hoechsten Zauber des Romantischen 
verleihen. Nicht blos reich ist diese 
Poesie, sondern o.nc21. dllrch~ns ~ta mit dem 
Charakter und dem Gefuehl dar Nation • 
Seit Karl V ist keine J;iteratllr so natio-
nal ~ewesen wie ~ie der Spanier. 16 
16 Ibid. p. 64 
Over a long period of time Spanish poetry 
and literatD.re developed in its separate existnnce, its 
national consciousness, too pronounced, for any other ty;Je 
of development. The novel reached its peak there and the 
drama was a rare 3:em. The la n~;t1ap;e of the ;JOe ts in Spain 
remained free, not sub.ject to any reco"!nized rule. Among 
prose writers Cervantes wa.s the f!reatest. Under him, prose 
writin~ attained sunerexcellence. His Don rl,uijote has a 
noble style, perfect nresentation 8nd amonp; all his satires 
the richest in oricsinality and wit, a ;.:erfect bleJ::ding of wit 
and poetry. 
Unter den sued lichen :Gaendern war 
es Spanien, das alte Nunderland der 
Rom.·:t nt E::er wohi n sich seine Blic1.:e 
lerll:ten. Spanien bildete die nachhaltir:-
ste Ztappe auf ihrem ~~~e zur Universal-
literature. Hier handelte es sich sozu-
sar::en um poetisches IJen.land das es to. 
bearbeiten ~ab und welches einen frucht-
baren Naehrboden fuer ihre romantischen 
Bestreblln,o·en ab.Q:eben sollne. Gerade von 
der spacisc}:en Poesie erwartete Sc1llegel 
guensti~e Nirkung auf die Deutsche. W 
17
rlilhelm Schwartz, An~nst ',/ilbelm Y.Q..ll Schle.i\els 
Verhaeltnis zur S-oanischen und Bortt:t<?:iesischen LiterE!.tur 
(Ealle~ Karras, l~n4) :sinleitD.ng, ?· 12 
t'l.ure:tl st F!i lhelm von SchleR;e 1 foe us sed his at ten-
tion u:Jon Calderon and t:C.e Spanish drama. In t!1e second 
hqlf of tne eir>:hteenth centary interest was avJal:ened in 
~errnqny for the Suanish drama. ~lthou~h other writers 
contribllted to t:tis interest, A.,l. VJn Schlec;el's 
contribution was the ~reatest: 
~'He er alle Ll ''i"ilS seinem 
romantisc.:hen Bestreimr1:;en hera11s 
den Weg in das 'Junderl3nd der 
s_panischen Dicht}canst :f:J..nd, so 
ist er atwh ganz neue :Sahnen ,'ie-
W~'l.t•del t • . ::!'line neae ~}!Oche in der 
AufassllnR" des Sr:anishen Drarn0.s 
he bt rd t · irill1 an·. 18 
2'7 
Schlegel's earliest studies of Spanish literature 
.<:<:o ba:cc to his Goettin~en days. It is possible that his 
interest was aroased by Friedrich :Botlterwek, vvr..o was at the 
University at the same tirre. It r.:li;sht also h.~ve been 
Gottfried Au3ust Buerger who was thoroughly acquainted with , 
and a great admirer of the S_nanish langt1age and literature. 
Buerrrer wxpressed himself in the follow inr; manner about 
18 Ibid. Unleitnn";:, n. 14 
~.------------------~ 
Jetzt habe ich mich naoh 
Spanien tjewandt und Herera. 
0 glueclcselige Saenger denen 
solche Snrache zu Gebote steht1 
Bei Gott, ich glaube ich wollte 
Fabelvmnder des Orpheus wahr machen 
wenn eine solche SlJrache mej_ne 
r:u t ters:rrache waere. I~ra fl~:e vJo 11 te 
ich gesund machen, Tote vom Grabe erweJken, 
Furien in zaertliche Tauben cler 
VenllS verwandeln. 19 
In 1791 both brothers left Goettin~en which was 
then considered tl"le cultLlral abode of the S~1anish lan,o;aa~e 
and literatnre. Wilhelm went to Ar.1sterdam as a tn.tor and 
during the next few years ne~lected his ~Danish studies. 
But in 1797 his interest 1rms reavva};:enedl The bookseller 
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Unr:er urcr,ed hi:m to trgnslate Don Qui,jote. Althon_r;:t ·be took 
an active ')art in the underta1cing, Tiec]c actually com};leated 
the task. In Jena in 1799, Tie~c and Schle~el planned to 
tr2nslate all of Cervantes. Unfortu.~:ately their plans went 
ar;1iss. Before they <?:ot around to it, Dietrich Wilhelm 
Sol tau had acco:mplished the task. These early Spanish studies 
of Eieck and Schlegel led them eventually to Calderon. 
19 Ibid. p. 5 
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The hei~ht of ~ilhelrn von Schle~el's activities 
in the field :Jf Spanish literature was reached in :;_-~is Berlin 
lectures. To t]_is neriod we owe his main worlcs: "Das Spani-
sche The.atern, "Blumenstraeussen, "Vorles11ngen ueber 
schoene Literatur und ;.:11nst 11 •. A n11mber of tro.nslations, 
mainly of Calderon, ;:tlso came out of this :oeriod. In the 
summer and fall of 1802 his C>:tlderonian studies calminated 
in the translations of the following dramas: "La devocion 
de la Cruz'', ".~1 ~yor encanto amorn, rrrJa banda y la flor". 
Schle.:rel also made various contribtltions to peri~dicals. 
An article "Ueber das spanishe Theater" appeared in F. Schle-
R"els magazine "Europan. The same article was discussed in 
his Vienna lectares. In 1809 his second volune of the 
Spanish theatre appeared of which Menendez y Pelayo said: 
Esta obra, at1nque no habla 
directamente de Calderon mas que en 
las ultimas paginas esta consa~rada 
del toto a au enalteoimiento. · 
Todas las lecciones no son mas que 
prepar~cion para el elo~io del 
gran poeta castellano. GO 
20 Ibid p. 25 
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In comparing his Berlin and Vienna lecttJ_res, it 
is apparent that in the latter he gives us a coherent p're-
sentation in the field of n!Cenntnis und Kritik" of 
Spanish literature and in the former only indicates a 
knowled.ge of Suanish epics. Ee mentions the novels of 
chivalry which :he considers important for the later romanti-
cism. He reverts to the heroic mythology of the JJiddle Ages 
in which the romantic spi:ci t is most apparent. His opinions 
of Spanish works of chivalry he gets from I, Cervantes,nDon 
Quijoten. His interest follows this type of outline: The 
novels of chivalry of Cervantes as a beginning to the 
Spanish National drama of Calderon, where it reaches the 
climax. He was a gourmet in the field of literatu.re. He 
conc'entrated only on the finest of a genre. In English, 
his favorite was Sha1cespeare, in Italian, Dante, Petrarca 
and Boccacio, in German, Goethe and in S:panish, Cervantes 
and Calderon. He feted the last two with enraptured sonnets. 
His intense interest in Cervantes covered the period from 
1787 to 1801 : 
r----------------, 
Die Dich tung des goett1ichen . 
Cervantes ist ihm mehr ala eine 
geistreich gedachte, keck gezeichnete, 
frisch und kraeftig kolorierte 
Bambocciata9 Der Gegensatz 
zwischen parodishhen und 
ror.1an ti sche n !,7assen, der im:rner 
unaussprechlich reizend und 
harmonisch sei, zuweilen aber, 
wie bei der Zusamrnenstellung des 
verrueckten Don Quijote, ins Erhabene 
uebergehe, laesst es ihn als ein 
M:ei sterwerk der hoeheren Kunst 
erscheinen. Im echten Roman sei 
envNeder alles Episode oder gar 
nichts, und es komme blos darauf 
an, dass die Reihe der Erschein-
un,~en in ihrem ga.ukelnden Wesen 
harmonisch sei. die Phantasie fest halte 
und die Bezauberung bis zu Ende auf-
recht erhalte. 1fvenn ,je ein Roman dies 
auf das Volllcommenste geleistet habe, 
so sei es Don ~uijote." 21 
Schlegel tried to bring the leaders of roman-
ticism of European literature closer together. So can be 
erpained the frequent comparisons of Shakespeare and 
:?1 
Cervantes. His endless admiration for n_pon Quij ote!T showed 
21 Ibid. p. 39 
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itself in these words; "Wer die unendliche Tiefe in Don 
Quijote nich ahnt, hat wenig Hoffnung den Shakespeare zu 
begreifen.n 22 As satirists both, Shakespeare and Cervantes 
were more outstanding than the professional representatives of 
this type. Their works satisfied the masses through quick 
action, or gay presentation. The deeper meaning remained 
concealed to the average reader and spectator. 
To come back to his Vienna lectures, we see here 
in bold strokes how he sketches the development of the 
Spanish stage, emphasizes its wealth and the nnme1·ons 
plagiarisms by foreign authors. He discusses all types of 
drama, the mythological, the chivalrons, the historical and 
the religious; and gives a s11rvey of the drama in Spain 
from the 16th century to his time. He divides this period 
into three :periods: 1, Cervantes, 2, Lope de Vega, 
3, Calderon, Cervantes' prosaic works are the most com:p-
22 Ibid. p. 40 
lete example of Romantic ~rt, his dr~as of Classic art. 
He mentions two periods in Cervantes' creative career: First a 
Classic period and later a trend toward nationalistic style 
of Lope d.e Vessa. Only two plays of first the first period 
remain. "N11mancian and "Eltrato de Argeln. The former seemed 
to Schle~el a masterpiece of rare perfection. Goethe's 
attention was drawn to it by Schlegel. 
Schlegel worchipped Calderon. In his Berlin -
er lectures he ~ives a survey of all dramatic works of 
Calderon: 
Die 11nverkennbare Manier, das 
konventionelle seiner Prosa wird ihm 
z11m reinsten und potenziertesten 
Stil des romantisch Theatralischen. 
N11r die feinste und edelste Bl11ete 
konnte ihm genuegen, da er sonst 
z11 reich war 11m von sich selbst 
geschweige von andern borgen Zll 
tl11erfen. ''Die Erscheir:ung i st ihm 
das Erste,n sagt Schlegel , aehnlich 
wie Goethe in 1826 der sagte, 'sie 
seien durchaus bretterecht.n 23 
23 Ibid. p. 52 
He lets out a hymn of praise over Calderon's 
religious dramas. In his intrigue plays he notices the 
enchantment so characteristic of Spanish poesy, which 
takes them out of the class of ordinar~ comedies. In 
contrast to Shal::es:9eare, whose comedies take place in 
foreign lands, Schle~el points out the romanticism of 
Spanish national plays. The latter do not have to seek 
their setting in foreign lands. Honor, love and jealousy 
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he rec~gnizes as the main motif of Calderon' s comedies. 
In the treatment of the reli~ious plays the Catholic 
tendency of romanticism is brought ou.t. With Calderon every 
poetic interest in Spanish poesy came to an end for Schlegel. 
Calderon is not only the culmination of Spanish but of 
Romantic poesy 
In seinem Vverke sei alle 
ihre Pracht verschwendet wie bei 
ei nem Feuerwerk, wo man die btln-
testen Farben, die glaenzensten Lich-
ter und wunderlichsten Figuren 
fuer eine letzte Explosion 
aufzusparen pflege. 24 
24 Ibid. p. 56 
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He contrasted Calderon and Shake~peare. Both 
aroused the Ima~ination at the beginning; then when they 
have won over the audience they bring the necessary un-
folding of the plot. In his religious parts he compares 
him with Dante. He said Dante was the first great romantic 
artist and Calderon the last. 
What ma~netic power attracted the romanticists 
to Calderon, was created for the cult and worship of 
romantically inclined spirits. After two pages the roman-
ticists found in him the longed for ideal prinarily in 
the poe try and lan:~ua,'Se. They exper ie need the charm of 
poetic lane:uage, beauty in form, colorful pictures, his 
grandiouse Eetaphors and his inexhaustible imag;inative 
comparisons. 
For Schle~el, Calderon seems to be without rival. 
He superseedes all in brilliance and depth. In 1828 
Schle<sel said : 
Grosse Dichter deren begei sterte 
Darstelltlngen den katholischen Glauben 
verherrlichen, ei nen Dante, einen 
Calderon habe ich bewundert und 
geliebt. Ich liebe und bewundere 
sie noch. 25 
Calderon stellt uns seine Haupt-
personen, Ea.nn und Frau in den ersten 
Aufwallungen der Jugend dar, das 
Ziel nach dem sie ringen ist in 
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ihrer Gesi nnuno,- kei nern and ern Gtl te 
vertauschbar. Ehre, Liebe und Eifer-
such sind dtlrchgaengig die Trieb-
federn. Wie Calderon die Reizbarkei t des 
Ehrgefuehls schildert, weiss 
Schleo,'el kein treffenderes Sinnbild 
dafuer als die fabelha:fte Sage 
vom Hermelin, das so sehr auf die 
~eisse seines Felles halten soll, 
dass es, von den Jae~ern verfol~t, 
sich lieber dem Tode ueberliefert, 
r.J.ls sie :m beflec:cen. 26 
25 Ibid p. 61 
26 
A.W. Schle(:;el's ·.7erl:e :~d. Boecl:in.:s,Leipzig: 
5leidman 1846) Vol. VI, p. 394 
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Schle~el tells us that Calderon wrote from 
his forteenth to his eie!h'ty'elfirst year. He had enoq-h 
leisure to ponder over his plans. ~erythin0 in his wri-
tings is worl:::ed ollt ace ord ing to lo~ical principles and 
the hi~hest artistic aims. Only the noblest and finest 
blossom sufficed. The appearance on the sta~e was foremost 
with him. Schlec;el lcnows no dramatist who is able to combine 
the physical and ethereal so successflllly. His sacred 
le·:;:~nds and historical alle,;ories are filled with religiolls 
enthusiasm. In them the Romantic drama of the Spaniards 
reached the peak of perfection. 
On Schlegel's entire relationship to Calderon, 
there rests a shirJr::er of Sllnny romanticism of youth. 
Tears came to his eyes when he talked ahollt Calderon. In 
1813 he wrote to a friend : nJ' ai eu le bonhellr de con-
tri bller a repandre en A llema':;ne la lectu.re des poetes 
esnagnoles.n 27 
Schle'<'el's translations from Snanish da.te 
back to his Berlin days. Two volmaes of nspanisches Theater 
27 Schwartz, .2.E.• cit. p. 61 
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contain five Calderon plays and Cervantes 1 rrrumancia 11 • 
In rrBlumenstraeusse" also publisbed durin'S :io_is Berlin 
days he chose selections from Spanish poetry. The greatest 
part was devoted to Cervantes. It contained sor::1e of his best. 
The Romantic era was of q:-reat im)ort::lnce to the 
art of t:he translator, in which Schle~el vvas a master. Graf 
Casa wrote the following eulogy of his tr2.nslations ~ 
Con un placer i~ual 
Oi tu bella version 
Qlle mas que llna tradtlccion 
parece tln ori9,: in.al 
3n dos lenr~Lms tan distintas 
son tan llnas las ideas 
1lle ~arece lac nrocreas 
Al mirar come las nintas 
Y en mi extrana confusion 
~o se como soy Cristiano 
Si Schle~el es Castellano 
0 es Tedesco Calderon". 28 
Since Schleo:el was the first translater from 
·----
the Spanish, he had all the difficulties of a pioneer in 
28 Ibid. p. 93 
that field. Schellin~ called Sc~le~el's translations not 
translation but ins~iration. His brother wrote from ~aris: 
11Lit dem Calderon hast :Du Dir das schoenste TJorbeerreis 
verciient. Schoeneres Deutsch kann man nicht schreilJen.n 29 
In A.~:J. Schlecrel's Vienna lectures he ;:!:ives LlS 
the followin;:;; treatize on Calderon's relirsious writin~s. 
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~e states that Calderon is especially apt in the treatment 
of religiotlS subjects. Relir;ion is his real love, his heart 
of hearts. This fortu.nate being has found his way to 
freedom in faith through this earthly labyrinth of a 
wilderness beset by doubts. He views the storms of dai:ly 
life with undisturbed calmo ii"or him jun:an existence is no 
dismal riddle. 3ven his tears, li1ce the dewdrops ,c:,liste-
ning in toe sun, reflect heaven. His poetry is a hymn of 
praise to the splendor of creation ; it is Adam's first 
awal::ening, eloqnence paired with adroitness of ex[)ression. 
Concord of humanity is for him a· reflection of an all 
embracing love. Calderon was still in his glory when the 
prosaic entered other countries. Therefore he is to be 
considered the last representative of Romantic yoesy. From 
29 Ibid. p. 106 
the foreword of "Blumenstraeusse" in in a eulogy to 
Calderon, SchleP.:el's apprediation can be sumr;.arized 
An Calderon 
In Deiner :Dichtung Labyrinth versuril:en 
Wo in des ewi~;en Frtlehlinc:;s Jtl;>:endflore 
Die Schoen._h.ei t Himmel 1..vird, die Lieb' Aurora 
Und a lle Blumen lich te Sternenfuni:en 
Herold der ~'lonne, 'Oherub nt1n im Chore 
Sei Dir mein Gruss ~esandt zum sel'gen Ohre 
Und hohes Beil und Gloria zuP:"etrunken. 
Doch wlcher Trank mao; dazu wuerdig cHenen 
Von allem was umarmt von bruenstisen Sonnen 
Aus Trauben ihres Busens traeuft die Erde 
JTur jene Reb' an Vesuv's Flammen brennan 
Entscrosst dass sie in fliessenden Rubinen 
IJacrima Christi frorr1r,es Nektar werde. 30 
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J.J.A. Bertrand in his book entitled "Cervantes 
et le romantisme" maintaines that it was Friedrich von 
Schlegel who was the first one to discover the Romantic 
aspects of Cervantes and who made himself the apostle of the 
new doctrine. He was the head of the Romantic scrool. 
And when in 1797 he became acquainted with Cervantes and 
Don Quijote, he was knee-deep in romanticism. He thought of 
30 August Wilhelm von Schle~el, Blumenstraeusse 
italienischer, spanischer, und norttu;iesischer j9oesie 
(Berlin: Realschulbuchhandlung, 1804) Foreword p. 1 
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translating this masterpiece of Cervantes but left the 
task to Tieck. In the meantime he became interested in 
Cervantes' other works. r'De cet auteur immortal, il fat1t 
avoir ln et traduit tout on rien." 
Schle~el took up the cause of modern art, the 
art romantique, and he saw in Cervantes an aspect of t:G.is 
art. To him, that ist to Scl:.lecr,el, S•.Jain' s literature is 
the most brilliant of all. He saw in it the most beautiful 
offs-prin~ of the Germanic and Saracen races. He recog-
nized Cervantes as the reuresentative ooet of Suain, a 
national poet. The national uoint of view which was to 
dominate the Romantic conception of Cervantes later, alrea-
dy made· itself felt in the theories of the young Schle~el: 
"On pourrait croire", dit 
Schle~el dans l'article de 
1' Atheneum,n qn'il a dans un 
moment de joyeuse prodi~alite, 
toutes les fleurs de sa fraiche 
poesie qui parait de mille 
couleurs la corme d'abondance. 31 
31 J.J.A. Bertrand, Cervantes et le romantisme 
allemand. (Paris: F.Aloan, 1914) ·p. 88 
de son esprit mais apres cette 
onevre il en a cree d'antres qni 
sont egalement dignes d'etre 
remarquees et respetees. 32 
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He thinks Cervantes• "novelasn as good as his other works. 
He enjoyed especially nGalatea y PersilestT for, he saw 
in it the pnre type of the Romantic novel. It remains the 
last manifestation of the genins of Cervantes and of the 
conception of the novel. For him, Don Qnijote has the same 
harmony as a mnsic&l composition or a painting. Schlegel 
sees in Cervantes above all, the artist and the poet; in 
fact he appeares to him as the Spanish Goethe. Cervantes 
revealed to Schlegel the poesy of the I;Tedi teranian cnl tures 
and above all, the nature of Snanish life. He has ~iven 
to romanticism the nostalgia and the color of the South. 
Cervantes is by the dt1al nattJre of his ~enitlS at the same 
time snbjective and objective. The transcendental poet of 
which Schle>sel tried to find the definition. Cerve.ntes, 
like Shakespeare, is in his eyes, above all, a great artist: 
32 !bid. J.J. Bertrand, p. 88 
Tres conscient, tres averti 
des besoins, et des limites de 
son art, et c'est par la qu'il 
est tout a fait moderne et Doete 
Schle?,el's adresse a Cervantes 
quand il veut definir les genres 
de la prose,la prose romantique dont 
il cherche a cette euooue les lois. re 
- .. 
The first poetic work of Schle~el was a novel 
"Lucinde" which was born under the dotlble contellation 
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of lll;Vilhelm Ye1.stern and Cervantes. Schlec:el has the honor 
of discover inA:' the :t{omR-ntic Don 0uij ote and Cervantes 
enters now at the side of Goethe and Shakes,:Jeare into the 
Romantic doctrine. 
Cervantes is for Schle~el the veritable "artiste 
romantiquelT hig:hly sensitive, adr:::irable stylist, and 
ori?; ina 1 creator. Don 1uij ote opened for Sch ler;e 1 new 
horizons, uncovered for him the splendor meridional poesy 
has to offer. Thanks to his critical work on Cervantes, 
33 Ibid. p. 104 
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the latter appeared in a new li::;ht. \11 'tcinds of ne\v 
points of view were offered to the 'Jewly l1orn Rom'Cillticism. 
?riedrich von Schlec:-el indic~1ted the ~;ath and Wilhelm 
inter:oreted it more fully. 
'Vilhelm came to Cervqntes after Friedrich. He 
wrote on the sub,ject tn vario11s rna,~azines: nrj' ideal du 
critique est de com:prendre l'art du .'Q"l.Sse et d'y chercher 
des licons pour ltavenir. C'est 1' '~spagne qui semble 
propre a insTlirer 1' art nouveau. n 34 
The play of words in Don ':2uij ote impresses him. "Il y a 
dans le style de Cervantes une belle symetrie, une charman-
te proportion, une phrase harmonieuse et bien arrondie, 
un souffle delicat de grace spirituelle.n 35 
The theatre also attracted :.7ilhelm, es1Jecially 
the Rom"l.nt ic drama. Re adrr::ired "nt1manc ia. n for :rim the 
dramatic art only rca~li:f'es-:;s itself in the RomPntic -:Jieces, 
the most orio:inal and native to their cor1ntry. Cervantes 
34 Ibid. p. 125 
35 Ibid. p. 158 
seemed to 1:im one of the founders of this idea. JJater 
Schlegel found Calderon far superior to Cervantes btlt 
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in drama he feels that Cervantes insnired the music of 
Calderon. He says that Cervantes is one of the most 
beautiful flowers in the csarden of -•1uro-,1ean art, which he, 
:Schle<?:el dre:qms of tr::tnsnlantinc; to Gerr;nny so that it oi~ht 
S':;read throJl~hoD_t tbis conntry. From 1'799 on, he renders 
homa~e to all the phases of this ~enius. Li~e his brother, 
he Dlaces the novel at the base of the romantic doctrine. 
~or '7ilheln Schle~el Don 1uijote is the novel of the 
eternal battle bet'Neen prose and •)oetry: poetry re:oresen-
ted. by Don Quijote and prose by the squire. Ee discovered 
in the style of Cervantes as in that of Goethe a special 
rythm, the rythm of beButiful ·c;ro se which shov1s these 
qualities: wit, eloquence and poesy. In short both brothers 
fotlnd in Cervantes and Calderon the hL(hest form of Roman-
tic art. 
By their untiring efforts they proved tl:eir point. 
ITo effort was too much for them. They lectured; they wrote; 
they deb'lted, al1.vays ha!.''3im~ on tl:e one theme: the Ror:1antic 
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as~Jects of the vvri tincss of Oerva'.1tes and Calderon. 
They, undollbtedly, deserve to be called the ins~irir:Jr~ 
leaders of the other pioneerin:s ror:nnticists to who!J. tl1e 
following chapter vvi 11 be devoted. 
CHAPTER IV 
OTHER WRITERS' COl~RIBUTION 
TO THE SUBJECT 
\lthou:~h t!:e Schle~el brot~'ers' contribution 
to the revival of interest in S~anish Ro~anticisrn was 
great, t.hey were not the only ones active in this field. 
~nere were other German Romantic writers who pl~yed a 
decisive part in this new movement and who trrrned to Spain 
for i!lspiration, Spain, the cDtlntry that was rediscovered 
by the German Romanticists. To the latter Calderon and 
Cervantes stood out as shining examples of romantic art. 
According to J. J. Bertrand in his ncervantes et le Roman-
tisme Allemandn, German Romanticism discovered an uru:nown 
artist, a o;reat thinker, who had an oricr,inal conceiJtion 
of art and life and expressed it in powerftll symbols. This 
·was none other th'ln Cervantes. 
'Vho were some of the other writers tJ:a t fotlnd 
in Calderon and Cervantes their ideal? - Lessing ou~ht to 
4'7 
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be mentioned first because he prepared the ground for 
the spread of interest in Spanish literatn.re in Germany. 
He liberated his co nntry from French servi tt1de and one ned 
its doors to Spain. ·,vieland followed in his footsteps and 
even showed the influence of Cervantes in his own wri ti nr.ss. 
Gerstenberg and ICaestener :re:rretted that Ce:r·vantes did 
not live in their time. J.A. Dieze was an indefatigable 
worker in the field of Spanish literature at Goettingen. 
"Dieze a apporte le gout de la recherche scientifique de 
vastes materiaux bibliographiques et historique et un outil 
de travail qai malgre ses imperfections allait permettre 
de fonder l'histoire de la litterature hispanique. 11 15 
Schiebeler, who studied at Goettin;::,;en under Dieze, reflects 
the judc;e1:1ent of his master, when he states that Don 
Quijote is one of the wo:rl4s finest novels. Bertuch trans-
lated the "IJieder" of Ville.~as and wrote a study of the 
Spanish theatre. Tie collaborated with "Teitscher Uerlcur" 
35 
J • J .A. Bertrand, Cervantes et le romantisme 
allemand, ( !:'aris: F. Alcon, 1914) p. 12- -
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and follnded his own review: "L:agazin der Spanischen t1nd 
Portll~uesischen Literatur." Later he Dllblishe an antho-
lo~?y "I:antlal de la lan'Slla,q:e es-oanolall, which was follmrv-
ed by a translation of Don ~uijote in 1775. In his intro-
duction on the life of Cervantes he states what he likes 
best abollt this allthor is, that he paints men as they 
are everywhere and will always be. His translation was 
a great st1ccess. nGraoe a elle, l'esprit de Cervantes 
put penetrer dans toutes les couches du peu~le alle-
mand.~' 36 
Soden worked tlnder his direction and in the 
spirit of Bertllch. He translated his nnovolasn and in 
1782 pllblished a translation of 1'?ersiles11 • He later 
attempted to place Don Quijote on the sta~e. Both, 
Bertuch and Soden fllrthered Spanish-German relationship 
which was started by Dieze. Ch. Gottlieb von Kurr also 
made his contribution in his "Journal zur ~unst~eschich­
te und zur all~emeinen Litteraturn and in his other 
!"8<2:BZine, nneues Jollrnal ftler IJitte:rstllr tlnd ::ennst~eschichte 
3 6 Ib i d • p • 31 
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Its province was to keen the world informed on all Phases 
of Spanish endeavors. Cervantes was his favorite writer. 
liurr kept the relationship between Germany and Spain alive. 
For the first time after many years one found a~ain the 
intellectual elite of Spain and one renewed the old ties. 
Butenschoen, Calvi, von Kleist followed Earr and Dieze. 
Butenschoen wrote the following poem in honor of Cervantes: 
Laechelnd stehn sie urn ihn, 
Laechelnd umarmen, 
Sie nun den, der aus ihren 
Duesteren Gesichtern, 
Sonnen hertorrie:f, 
Sie jatlchzen, und 
Gott reicht ihm 
Laechelnd die Krone. 37 
In 1796 "Li tterarische Zusaetze zu Johann Sulzers 
all15emeine Theorie der schoenen Kuenste" by Friedrich von 
Blan::-:enburg appeared. It was a Com:9endit1m of Spanish works 
with the emphasis on Cervantes. 
37 Ibid. P• 39 
Un esprit nouveau souffle 
a travers la litterature alle-
mande. On se passione de moins 
pour la verite general de 
l'oeuvre d'art, de plus en plus 
pour son pittoresque actual, 
pour ses realites populaires pour 
ce qu'elle a d'ori~inal et de 
poetique. Les voyageurs qui 
parcourent l'Espagne, Herder, 
les Stuermer und Draen,goer, Schiller 
et Goethe preparent dws voies 
nouvelles ou's en~a~era hardiment 
le romantisme toui entier. 38 
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The knowledsre o: the Spanish langnage in Germany 
progressed slowly but the following aids spnrred it on. 
In 1778 at Erfurt a grammar of Bahrdt appeared. Inl790 
Bertnc:ts ":Manual de la lengua espanola 1' came on the market, 
and also Calvis 11 Spanische Sprachlehre und Chrestomatie". 
Travel books began to be read avidly. Among the most 
important of the latter were ICaufholds "Spanien wie es 
gegewaertig ist" and "Reise von Amsterdam ueber J..Iadrid" 
by c. Y. Fischer. Alexander von Htlmbald t visited the 




his fellow countrymen greatly. Although his diary dis-
appeared, the following observations were gleaned from 
his letters to Goethe: nee qui m' interesse le plus avouai t 
il cest la litteratare et la langt1e espagnole quon ne 
peut etudier qu'en Espagne.fT 49spanish poesy seemed beauti-
ful to him, of an admirable harmo~y of an an astonishing 
freedom of syntax. Goethe and Schiller owe to Humboldt 
their interest in Spain and its writers. On their return 
to Germany the brothers Humboldt had no small influence 
in the growing interest and affection for things Spanish 
in Germany. So thoa.7,h Germany and its writers Spain found 
admirers and ar<ient defenders. W'hen JJasson in 1782 asked: 
"What has Spain done for Europe?n the most vigorotls answer 
came from Berlin Academy 1786. L'Abbe Denina defended 
the Spaniards by saying: nLa France do it plus a 1' Espagne 
de que las alltres pays ne doivent a la France. n 5g 
~~ Ibid. p. 64 
Ibid. p.64 
In all ways. th:rollgh reports of travelers, 
and studies of savants, Germany soon became well 
informed on all things Spanish and the books that were 
already known took on another meaning. A new spirit 
tormented the young generation. The literary movement 
11 Sturm und Drang" arose ~gainst the old cult of reason 
and proclaimed the rights of inspiration and genius. 
The new school showed a deceided ureforence for Spain, 
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the Spain of the past, and for the heroes of her medieval 
history. B:amann, the prect1rsor of Sturm and. Drang was 
especially interested in Cervantes. He admired "La beaute 
et la. pleni tt1de des periodes dtl style cervantesqtle, qui 
donnent a la forrce r:1agist:cale de ses recits tant d.e calme 
et de dignite grave." 51 
51 Ib i d • p. 7 2 
In his corresnondence with Hamann, Herder 
manifested great interest in Cervantes. He had to his 
joy discovered a new Spain, adventurous and gentle , of 
which he had dreamed. He said it was Spain in which 
two civilizations were intermin,r:::led : the Saracen s.nd 
the Roman - Christian. " its nvolkslied" had something 
of the Gothic ''Vo lkslied". Its Arabic and German ele-
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ments rendered its literature doubly curlous and original. 
These refleations provoked new sympathies in Germany. 
Schiller had made the acquaintance of Cervantes 
at an early age. His nnie Raeuber" shows this influe nee. 
He saw in "Don Quijote" the romantic antithesis between 
the ideal world and vulgar reality. Goethe was profo1u1d-
1y attracted to Cervantes. He r:1entioned nnon Quijoten 
to Frau von Stein. His ~vorks showed cervantesque influence. 
His "Urmeister" shows II traces and his "Jrignon .aeems 
more Spanish ttnn Italian. n',.\Ti lhalm Me is tern shows 
,.. 
some resemblance to Don ttuij ote • In 1795 Goethe 
wrote to Schiller: 11 Jai troa.ve dans les nouvelles de 
Cervantes a.n veritable tresor oa. l'on pemt s'amuser et 
s 1 instruire :tout ensemble." 52 
All over Germany groups were formed to make a 
spaecial stt1dy of Cervantes and Spanish literature 
especially in 1.~/eimar, Eamburgo, I:oeniA;sber~ and Berlin. 
Herder, 1r:u.rr and Hr1mbo ld t tlnderst ood that Don Quij ote 
is above all a pictt1re of Snain and the eternal 
espression of an entire world. It was to become a 
classic of the new Romantic gene rat ion. 
Ludwig Tiecl:, a poet and critic, became 
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interested in Cervar:tes at an early a.g'e. He saw trans-
lations of Bertt1ch and devoured them. In the year 1792 
at Goettin8'e he met Tychsen, a stndent of Spanish 
and he hirnse lf be~an Spaeish. By 1799 he 1:new all of 
52 Ibid, p. 79 
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Cervantes • In his eyes the author was above all 
a writer for delicate and artistic souls. In several 
of Tiec1r' s wri t:L u~s Cervantes' influence was 
apparent : "Ulrich der Empfindsamen, nner gestiefe lte 
Kater", "Die verlcehrte Welt". Tieck sees in Cervantes 
leke the Schle~el brothers, an artist, a true poet, 
grave ar:d profotlnd and trllly noble. IUs translation 
was a fSTeat work and for the first time the public 
received a. faithful in~,a;:se of Don ~uijote. Besides 
it brouc;ht to the German ima~inati:m radiant visions 
of an un1:::nown world. It acted u~-,on the German reader 
as a modern work, sufficiently German and perfectly 
Romantic. 
Schelling , allied to the great artists of 
this epoqtle , tried to conciliate antique and :oodern 
art in searching nl'idee centrale" • .According to him, 
"Don Quij ote" is the most stril:::ing example of rnytho-
lo(~y created by the r~enius of an individtlal. The 
theme of llDon Quij ote" he portrays as a conflict 
between the ideal and the real. Iro~y is the basis 
of the novel. The whole novel appears to him as a 
powerful pi•ture of Spain, a novel equidistant from 
the epic g.nd the drama. In his own words : "C' est fruit 
a.'un esprit toit a tait mur.n 53 After the Schle;Nl 
brotners, Schelling saw in t11e Spanish poet the master 
of the novel and of romantictsm 
La lutte du chevalier 
errant lui apparait conne un 
symbols de la lutte moderne 
entre ltldeal et la realite. 
Cette nouvelle conception 
eleve Cervantes au-dessus de tous 
les autres poetes. Son oeuvre 
est aux yeux du philosophe 
un monde parfaitement organise, 
un tableau de l'Espagne 
et en meme ten~ns de la vie 
universelle. 54 
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Thus his ideas also contributed to the cult of Cervantes 
among the romanticists. 
53 Ibid. 193 




SchQbert, Goerres, Creuzer, Caroline von 
Guenderode were sensitive to the charms of the 
Orienti- For them, Spain br1rst OLlt in the most romantic 
colors. Jakob Grimm learned Spanish by himself and 
Uhland OCCQ:pied himself with nromances". Standel and 
Keil pQblished nsarD.mlung Spanischer Original - Romanen. 
Gradually t:t.e romanticists tLlrned to Calderon. 
Brentano, Hoffman and Goethe took on the new 
reliGion. Gries, in 1814 began a translation of Calderon 
and thereby evolced in Germany a Romantic Spain. 
Grillparzer studied Spanish and tt1rned ·to Calderon. 
Still the interest in Cervantes never died. 
Grace Aux allemar:ds Don 
Quij ote est apparu c om.rr:e une 
source eternelle de poesie de 
vie et de pensee. C'est a grace 
a leQr enthousiaste exegese q11e 
Don ·~Qij ate a co nquts desormais 
la noble B.Qtorite d'un Faus au 
d*un Hamlet, et que Cervantes 
peut etre desormais r;:;.is a11 rang 
d 1 d 55 es p tiS ~ran s. 
55 ~· p. 6Z4 
After the last revolu.tion two literary 
fact ions were formed fn Spain. The one gro Llp admired 
the French dram~tic weiters and the other defended 
with ardor the honor of the old Spanish theatre. The 
latter had its headquarters at Cadiz and was presi-
ded over by a German, Boehl von Faber, co11S1~l of the 
hanseatic cities who had been livinq: at Cadiz for a 
about thirty years. This little literary war is 
rerrarkable enou~h in that the severe critics of the 
capital criticized severely the style of Calderon 
and pretended that he violated all rules of the 
Spacish langua:se while the str<:.1nger of Cadiz pointed 
out more than seventy mista::es which were found 
in a German translation by tl:is critic in Madrid. 
Among the answers that Boehl von Faber gave to ~.Jlora, 
his opponent, was t:te following : 
Que no teniendo esta 
controversia nada de particular 
sino que el detractor de Calde-
ron sea un espanol, y que en 
Espana solo un.aleman haya 
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salido en defensa de este 
insigne poeta, esto mismo es 
lo que ha llamado la antencion 
de los literatos estr~njeros. 56 
Boehl von Faber and friends in Hambur~ show in their 
corres}:ondence how interested they are in this 
quarrel. Boehl von Faber talks abotlt nHuelfstruppen 
arri vi r2.r~ from Germany to take up the fi~ht for 
Calderon and his style. Numbers of articles appeared 
in German magazines about this quarrel. In 11 1Jach~el. 
Schriften" edited by I.~. Tiec1c and Frau von Rauner 
the followin,:;; excerpt appeared 
l:erkwuerdig ist es. dass die 
Aensser~ngen des Herrn von Schlegel 
ueber Calderon in Spanien schon 
einen Streit veranlasst ha ben. 
Ein dart lebender Deutscher hat sie 
den Spaniern in ihrer Sprache bekannt 
gemacht urn sie dadurch zu erinnern 
was sie an ihrem grossen Dichter 
besitzen. Dage~en hat sich ein 
Spanier aufrselent und von der 
plattesten, modernen Ansicht aus 
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56 Camille Pitollet, La Qaerelle Calderonienne 
J • .n. Boehl de Faber et Jose !._. de 1~ora (Paris: F. Alca.n, 
1909) p. XI 
seine n g:rossen Landsmann nebst 
dessen f:remden Vereh:re:r ansseQ;rif-
fen, so dass de:r Deutsche genoetigt 
worden, jenen gegen sein eigenes 
Volk zu verteidigen. 57 
In der ffJ3eila.·~e li terarisuhes ·ilochenblatt" 
the following appeared : 
Ja man kennt ihn (Calderon} 
vielleicht in Deutschland besser 
als in seinem Vaterlende das sich 
auc~ vom Flitterglanz des so~e­
nannten goldenen Zeitalters der 
f:ranzoesiscten Literatur zur 
Goetzenanbetung ve:rlocken liess,, 
doch jetzt sich selbst wieder-
ge~eben, auch wohl zu besserer 
SelbstschaetzunfS zurueclcgelcehrt sein 
wird. 58 
In the allgemeine encyclopedia of Froch und Gruber 
one speaks of the brave German defender of Calderon. 
In the Goettinger Anzeiger, Julius mentions the 
German wt.o attacl:s the Spaniards who sinned against 
the national honor of Spain because they preferred 
French drama. In Spain Calderon was ne~lected at the 
time and in Germany presented. The German tries to 
57 Ibid. p. XIII 
58 Ibid. P• XIV 
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cha1.1fSe the oninions of his opponent and at the same 
time acquaint Spanish readers with German writers. 
In norit:::inalien atlS dem Gebiete der Ja.hrheit, :Z:unst, 
Laune und J?hantasie n the following was tc:tken: 
An die&e schoene unserem 
Volke zur Ehre gereichende Reihe 
schliesst sich jetzt ein neuer, 
wuerdic-,er Name, Johann Boehl 
von Faber aus Eamburg, hansea-
tischer General Konsul in Cadiz. 
illr lebt nach einem Atlfentha.lt 
in Deutschland wieder in Spanieh 
und heftet Beach tung auf ael tere 
spanische Diohtung, welches von 
grosser Wichtigkeit ist, da 
spanische Gelehrte franzoesische 
Literatur als Vorbild ansehen 
und nicht ihre eigene Literatur. 59 
Even to En~land the word spread of Boehl von Faber's 
work. In the T1ondon !~onthly review :Boehl von Faber is 
commended for his twenty years' stndy of anciant 
S;Janish poetry and, in the '!:d inbur<;h l~a~azine of Blac1c-
wood and article by Julius was printed, defending his 
valiant friend Boehl von Faber • He l:le nt ions his 
savin~ the greatest part of Spanish ~oel:ls from obli-
59Ibid. p. XVII 
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vion and torpidity of modern Spain, and states 
tha, if boehl von Faber had published elsewhere 
the deli'Shtftll relics of the early Gerr.us.n, Scandi-
navian or ]nglish poetr~, he wo 11ld have received a 
different reception. In 1823 John Bowring published 
an article in a London magazine which reappeared the 
saJne year in Galignan' s Ma~azine nspanish Romances'"~ 
11 1Jo man has probabl:y done so much for the revival 
of old Spanish poetical literature as Boehl von 
Faber. 11 60 Duran in his critical work had the follow-
ing to say on the subject: 
A tal grado de miseria 
se hallaba reducida la litera-
tara dra~atica en todas 
partes ouando a principles de 
este siglo algunos sabios ale-
manes se atrevieron en fin a 
proolar.1ar la emRncipaoion 
literaria de la 3uropa y a 
elogiar y admirar las grandio-
sas oreaoiones de las dranaticas 
espanoles. 61 
60 Ibid. p. XIX 
61 A. Duran, Disourso sobre .e.l influjo qlle ha 
tenido la critica moderna en la decadencia del teatro 
antiguoeseanol (Madrid: 1870)Vol.II. p. 200 
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'\lcala Oali<J.no calls :Boehl von Faber a ,e;'entlem'ln of 
vast ~nowled~e ~~o t'ls no equal in Lis love and 
understanding for 3panish books. And t!~e quarrel 
between those who took French classicism as t~eir 
model and tl:ose who tu.rned to the writers of the 
Golden Age for their models, was kept alive in the 
"Cr'onicb'a scientifica y li teraria" which appeared 
several times a week. 
Aber seltsam !, die so glaenzende 
llnd mit so sie~reic~'er Klarheit 
durchgefuehrte !aorie des beruemten 
deu tschen Eri t ikers blieb zrw.aecl~st 
ohne alle Rueokw irkli.ng auf Spanie n. 
Im glorreicl:1en }'::ampfe schuettelte die 
edle spanische Jration das politische 
Joch des !~chbarstaates ab, aber 
Abhaengigkeit von den literarischeu 
Gesetzen die sie einst von dort 
empfan~en hatte, dauerte fort. 
So tief hatten die franzoesischen 
Ide en in Spanien '7!urzel· gefa.sst, 
dass sich im Jahre 1818, als unser 
trefflicher TJandsmann Boehl von 
Faber, die AnsicL ten Scl::le~e ls ueber 
Calderon in Spaniens Sprac1~e bekannt macl::. te, 
ein all,~em.einer Kampf ~e.~en dieselben 
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erhob. Dieser Streit wurde 
in Ta:'.Seblaettern und Flug-
schriften aufs' eif:rir;ste 
gefueh:rt, und de:r Deutsc~e 
musste darin die Sache des 
grossen Castiliers ~e~en die 
ei;~enen TJandslen te des 
leizteren ve:rteidi7en. 62 
Who was this Boel1l vJn "'a.ber ~-~rho carried on 
this fi~ht so valiaDtly ? - Boehl von Faber was born 
in Hamburg in 1'7'70 • ThroLlgh his study of Spanish he 
became interested in that country and its writers and 
finally established himself in Cadiz. From there he 
carried on his firsht. In 1821 he published in Ham-
burg "Floresta de J{imas antiguasn and in 1832 
"teatro espanol anterior a Lope de Vega." His father 
had founded a. business ho11se in Cadiz and realized 
a fortune there • Boehl lived with his wife, a Fypo-
chod.riacl and his daughter, the far:1ous Fernan 
Caballero • Ris opir:.ion of Spain can be surr.u>:::ed up 
62 Friedrich Schack, Geschichte ~ S};lanjschen 
Literatur, (Berlin, 1845) Vol. III, p. 504 
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In the followir.\'j' words abotlt l::.is wife : 11 Es wird rdch 
freaen, wenn sie sich dadurch so wie ich, der trueben 
Gegenwart entrissen in jenes Wllillderbe.re poetische 
Land versetzt fuehlen wird, welches die einzige 
Ffe ima t edler Geroueter ist." 
About the literatu.re of antiquity he becomes 
ecstatic. Re mentions how he has thrust himself 
into a study of old Spanish literature and discovered 
an entirely new ~orld. He ~oes on to say that the 
fine, noble artistic S";)irit of this e~oocb, is even 
reflected in the smallest pamphlet of that time , but 
esrecia.llY apparent in "":he dramatic art , that is 
not even tlnderstood by 9resent day public that 
vigorously applauds the trash presented to them • 
In protest to the neglect of old writers , Boehl von 
Faber wrote a few Spanish letters which were printed in 
Eadrid. This precipitated the Calderonean Quarrel. 
63 Ba.milla Pitollet, T.Ja Que·relle Calderonienne 
J.~. De Faber et ~ J,de liora, (Paris: 1909 p. 27 
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In Cadiz appeared a magazine n:r.:erourio 
Ga.ditanon and in 1814 an~ article nReflexiones de 
Schlegel sobr·e e 1 teatro traducidas del Alemann 
was published, followed by an answer signed by I.:irtilo 
Cadi tano, which was a tirade against the Romant io 
point of view. 
In 1817 Mora reopened the debate, solidly 
armed for the battle. Of the two, Boehl von Faber was 
the better informed also outside of the sphere 
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of Spanish literature. Uora maintained that cultured 
3urore had been conducted into new channels in 
literary matters by the French revoltltion • Boehl von 
Faber contested this and as}Ced Jv:ora to mer:.tion one 
great ~nglish or German name in Literature , influenced 
by the Frenc:h revoltltion • Thereupon !!lora revealed 
his ignorance aborrt Scott, Burns, Southey, '.Vordsworth, 
Goethe, Schiller, Tieck and the Sohle>jel brothers. 
As soon as an article appeared in " La 
Cronioa. " of M.ora in I.:adrid, Boehl answered it. At 
the beginning he was quite agreeable. But when ~ora 
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suddenly attacked him veheDently in his paper, 
sparing neither Calderon nor the Germans, Boehl ans-
wered. in kind. He finally wan aver the Diaria LJ:erca.ntil 
to his cause in which this answer appeared: 
T.~os opinianes de Schlegel 
sabre el drama fundadas sabre 
el canacimienta intime de tadas 
las nacianes y literatures, 
sola se ven cantestadas par 
aquellas paisanos nuestros que 
aunca. han sabid.a salir de la estre-
cha esfera de su propia idioma 
y cuyos compermios poetiaas 
caeran en profunda alvido, coma 
han caido los dramas de Diderat, 
de Merc,ier y atras de llorasa 
memoria y como caen continuamente 
las oapriche s de la. mode. 63 
Then Boehl started a. series of articles in 
nniaria Merca.ntil" under T'Naticias literarias 
origina.les". They also cantaic.ed selections from Schlegel's 
lectures. On the 30th of June Boehl von Faber sent 
to his friend Julius in Hamburg the fallowing in a 
letter: 
Dieser Streit hat mehr 
Aufsehen gemacht als ich er-
wartete. In Hinsicht des Gegen-
63 ~· p. 128 
standes sind a 1e Stimmen 
geteilt; was aber die Fuehrung 
des Streites betrifft, so sind 
alle Stimmen fuer mioh, da sioh 
mein Gagner hoec:t.st ungerecht 
benommen und durlfh seinen 
Hass ge'?:,311 mich uud Schlegel 
verleiten liess und dadurch das 
unsinnigste Ze ug von der Ne lt 
ans Licht gefoerdert hat •••••• 
Ich glaube nioht den Sieg 
so leicht zu erringen und 
moechte nur, dass Schlegel 
den ganzen Vorgang erfuehre 
und sich darueber irgend wo 
vernehmen liesse, obwohl es 
auf der anderen Seite zu viel 
Ehre fuer einen so veraecht-
lichen mlaeffer sein wuerde, 
dass ein Schlegel von ihm 
notiz naehme. 64 
Mora tal:es up his tirades again on June 12th 
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in the Cronica. He states that superiority of romanticists 
over classicists is an absurdity. It is laughable that 
a foreigner should oome to sell to the Spaniards as 
something precious the old utensils that they had 
discarded as useless. 
Throur;h Boehl von Faber's repeated attacl::s 
on Eora and his publication he could finally write to 
his friend Julius that he had succeeded in silencir~g 
64 Ibid. P• 135 
his opponent. The Cronica lost face and stopped the 
attacks on Calderon and the Germans. Mora finally knew 
that he w~s defeated. And on the 20th of April 1820 
Boehl wav made a member of the Real Academia Espanola 
in recognition of his services in behalf of literary 
Spain. 
Even then his work in the good cause did not 
cease. In 1823 there appeared his "Tercera Parte del 
pasatiempo en defensa de Calderon y del Teatro Antigua 
Espanoln. Shortly after two small pamphlets entitled 
"Vindioaciones de Calderon y del Teatro .Ant:tgllo Espanol 
Contra Los afranoesados en Literat!lra" were put out by 
Boehl. The following statement was tal:en from one of 
them~ ":ro hay verdadero patriotismo sin amor a la lite-
rature naoional, y sin predilecoion haoia aquellos 
Stlblimes ingenios que po!' el med io de la poesia 
ennobleoen e l alma y reorean el entendimiento .n 65 
65 Ibid. p. 252 
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'll 
AmonfS the things in these pamphlets there was 
a translation of the opinions of Schlegel about Spanish 
poetry that had motivated this dispute and a defense 
of these opinions against the eritique of 11irtio Caditano, 
and, besides, opinions of foreign as well as Spanish w 
writers about the merits of Calderon. Boehl von Faber 
sent pamphlets to friends in·Hambur~ to be passed aro11nd. 
To the end he fought for recognition of Spanish litera-
ture of the Golden Age. 
Critics agree that this defense of Calderon 
by Boehl von Faber played no small part in arousing 
the interest of Spaniards in the ~reat writers of 
the past. 
CHAPTER V 
S~RY AND CONCLUSION. 
We have shown that Romanticiism is a reaction 
from the classical to medieval models of literature 
which ori~inated in Germany in the last half of the 
18th century. It gave the world a new conception 
of beauty of feeling and emotion , of lon~ing and love, 
something, at times, intar..gible, what the Germans call 
rrstimmungn • It is dynamic and everchanging. It has its 
roots in our own soil. It expresses our religion and 
recalls our history. The whole panorama of life which 
is based on contrasts is reflected in Romanticism. Prose 
and poetry, nature and art, humor and sternness, memory 
and premonition, spirituality and materialism. Life 
and death are smoothely blehded. 
The land that called up the romanticists• 
dream of marvelous and adventurous ext'ravagance was 
Spain and the first writer who offered them a powerful 
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authentic picture of this Spain, was Cervantes • 
His romantic adventllres , the pil~ri:nar;es , the 
"novelas11 and 11 Persilestt aronsed theri ima~ina.tion. 
They a.deired the poet and the philosopher in him • 
They hailed his ":Don ),ui.jote" as a truly Romantic 
production that gsve an ample picture of the world and 
hu.mani ty. 
In turning to Catholicism and mysticism 
the GerrL.an Romanticists came upon Calderon and 
received him with open a.rms. He took on enormous 
proportions in their eyes. Friedrich von Schlegel 
considered him greater than Sha~respeare, for;:. did 
he not give us a beautiful picture of the Middle 
Ages with their Catholic ism ., allegorical visions 
and picturesque bacl:.grou.nd ? -
Who were some of these Romanticists 
who ressurected Cervantes and Calderon ? The two most 
important were Friedrich and Wilhelm vo Schle~el 
who made Spanish wri tars known throursh their led t11res 
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and publication. Then, next in importance was Boehl 
von Faber who publicized the Schle~el brothers and 
what they stood for , in his public quarrel with the. 
Spanish journalist I:ora.. Also of great ii.Ilportance 
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were the following : J. A. Dieze , Friedrich Boute:rwecl:, 
and Tieck. Then came the representatives of the new 
age of sentin.,ent , t11e Stuermer and Dranger, Earnann , 
Herder , Schiller and Goethe. 
Were the above mentioned writers the 
first to show an interest in Spanish J1i teratt1re ? 
Was there any contact beween the two coa~tries 
before the Romantic period ? For that answer let tlS 
go bac~"C to t!J.e 16th centary when Anton Fug~er wrote 
to a frie1~ in 1541 that trade relations be~ean the 
two cot1ntries were leading to closer culta:ral 
relations. 
At t}liS period trade between the two cotln-
tries was extensive. 31ven to the first ~;art of the 
15th century German firms of Cologne, Re')ensb a:rg and 
Augsbt1:rg had relJresentatives in Spain. And when German 
jtri nte rs spread their art thron,;ho n.t the Iberian 
peninsula , the spiri ttml ties were strengthened 
even more. 
Among the other influences that brou:--;:ht 
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the two oountries closer to~ether were the pil-
grims • As early as 1080 pilgrimag;es to Spain took 
place and in the 15th centt1ry a pilgrim's Baedec~::er 
was published • These -pilgrima~es and the publications 
of the guide-book brou~ht about a spiritual exchan~e 
in the field of Catholic theolosy which led to an 
interest in the religious writings of the 15th 
and 16th centu.ry S:pain and to translations of the 
wor1:.s of T;Uis de Granady and Teresa de Jestls. 
"]ven the military had a -part in tr..is rap-oro-
chement between the two countries • German soldiers 
streamed into Sua in to aid in ti::e fio:11 t against 
the Moors; others fought side by side with the 
Spaniards in t11e wars ar-sa inst the Tllrks • In Germany 
Charles V. was ~)raised in prose and verse. 
Lastly the Spanish Jews should not be 
forgotten, for, thr3y did their part in keeping 
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interest in Spanish literature alive even after their 
expulsion from Spain • They kept in to ugh with the 
literary life of the homeland and translated many 
famous works. 
Because of the above nentioned pioneers 
Spanish literary influence becar:;e apparent around 1600. 
& great ir.terest in Cervantes swept ii:urope , 
es_pecially Germany. In 1621 a part of Don :J,uijote 
was translated wLich was followed by translations o:f 
other faDous works in various sections of the country. 
Parts fo "Don 1""_Ui,ioten were even drar:.1ltized. Calderon 
and Lope de Vec;a also cace in for their share of 
praise • Bllt one had to wait for the tllrn of the 19th 
century for the complete revival of interest in the 
Go.lden Age writers, for which the German romanticists 
were responsible • As was stated before , of this 
group the Schle ;:el brothers were the IJost important. 
A. W. Schle~el first becar1e interested in 
Spanish literature in his Goettin~er dsys at the 
end of the 18th oentuX'J' • At that time the Uni-
versity of Goettin~en WRs considered the cultural 
abode of the Spanish language • The hei~ht of his 
activities in the field of Spanish literature was 
reached in his Berlin lectures in which he gave a 
survey· of all draw.atic worlcs of Calderon • During this 
period he also gave us nBltlmenstraeassen and a 
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namber of Calderon translations • Schle,::sel especially 
praised the latter's religious dramas and pointed 
OLlt the romanticism of l:is national plays which did 
not seek their setting in foreis;n lands. The sacred 
legends and allegories filled him with religious 
enthusiasm • In short he worshipped Calderon • 
Tears actually came into his eyes whan he tal1ced about 
this ~reat author. 
~Yhat s. w. von Sc}:.le~el did for Calderon 
his broti~er Friedrich did for Cervant~s. He was the 
first one to discover the Roamntic aspects of 
Cervantes and saw in him the representative poet 
of Spain , For him ·rnon Quijoteu ha9- the same harmony 
as a musical composition or a _paintin~ • It gave to 
romanticism the nostalgia and the color of the South • 
What other German WitPiters were interested 
in Spain and its literary past ? One of them was 
Lessing 
' 
who also found nnon QuiJote the most famoas 
prodaction of that c Otlntry • :r:re actually prepared 
the g:roand for the spread of interest in Spanish 
li terat.ure in Germany • He freed his cot1ntre from 
French servittlde and guided it to Spain. Wieland 
followed him. Gerstenber::s and Kaestener regretted the 
fact that Cervantes d.id no- live in their time • 
Dieze was an indefatigable v1orker in the field of 
:research at Goettinr;en and Gottlieb von 1-,:llrr leapt 
the world informed on all nhases of Spanish endeavor 
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in his n Journal ztlr Zuns tgeschichte tlnd zur All-
gemeinen Literatu:rn and nTJelles Journal fller Lite:ra-
tu:r and KllnSt=?:eschich te u. Bll te nschoen, Calvi, and Zle ist 
follo wed Stlch well lcnown and truly dese!'VillfS men as 
Hurr and 
published 
Dieze. In 1796 Friedrich von Elanl::enburg 
his "Literarische Zusaethe zu Johann 
'Sulzers allr;erneine Theorie der sc:C.oenen I':uenste". 
a com-oenditlm of Spanish wor1cs with emphasis on 
Cerva.Etes • The following helped to fllrther the 
spread of l:nowledge of the Spanish lang'llage 
Bahrd with his grar:1mar, Bertuch with his n'Manual de la 
lengua espanol " and Calvi '.rvith his nspanische 
Sprachlehre und Chrestomatie 11 • :;::aufhold, Fischer and 
Humboldt with their travel descriptions also helped 
the cause. 
The "Stuermer und Drae.nger", Herder ::1.nd Hamann 
wer'e high in their praise of Spain and its writers. 
·schiller and Goether were both attracted to Spain 
and its writers and both show Spanish influence 
in their worl::s • Tieck shov.red an interest at 
an early age in Cervantes of wLose Don Quijote 
he made a tr3.nslation which gave the public a faith-
ful ima~e of Don ~uijote for the first time • 
Schelling also praised Don Qui,j ote very hir~hly. 
He called it the fruit of a ripe mind. 
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Some minor writers sensitive to the oharm 
of Spain were Schubert, Goerres, Crellzer, Caroline 
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von Guenderode ; Jakob Grirrun, r:eil, Stendel, Brentano, 
Gries and Grillparzer joined the Calderon wor-
shippers. Gries made a ~ood translation of the works of 
this great atlthor and Grillparzer found in him his ideal. 
His "Der Traum ein Lebenn shows Calder'on's influence. 
The writer who perhallS contribu.ted most to 
the revival by pablioiaing the Schlegel brothers 
and what t:tey stood for, was Boehl von Faber who 
aa.rried on a literary war with a journalist in Madrid 
about the value of the writings of Calderon and the 
Golden Age as a whole. For his efforts in defence of 
Calderon he was made a member of the Spanish Aoadamy. 
From the above findings it is apparent that 
the Ron~nti~ writers of Germany led by the Schlegel 
brothers were the pioneers in the revival of 
interest in the Spanish Romanticism of the Golden 
Age. BY every means at their disposal : research , 
translation, lectures, and publications they acquain-
ted the public with their aims. And no pedantic 
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works were theirs but live productions full of 
fervor and enthusiasm. ~1is inner fire set other hearts 
on fire until it spread like a conflal)ration over 
all of Europe and even into Spain where Cervantes and 
Calderon became the idols of the day. The shackles 
of French subservience were thrown off and once more 
the treas11res of the Golden Age came into their own. 
What were some of the positive results of 
tbe efforts of the ror:1antic ists ? and how was the 
acceptance of their idea furthered in Spain ? Of course 
Boehl~ von Faber, as was mentioned before, deserves 
the most creiit , due to his publicizing the work of 
the Schlegel brothers in Spain. His being made 
a member of the Spanish kcademy is evidence enotlgh 
that his opinions carried weight, uoreover August 
translated Wilhelm von Schlegel's 
into French in 1814 
lectures were 
and the Spanish writers in 
exile came in contact with them and were influenced 
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by them. To a limited extent the tra~slations were al-
so read in Spain. The Germans' interest in balladry 
also had direct repercussions in Spain. Herder with 
his elegant "Silva de romances viejos" containi~ 
an introduction in Spanish, were received with acclaim. 
But the "Sammlungn of c. B. Deppin,g had the greatest 
infltlence in Spain and was even translated by a 
Spanish refugee in London in 1844. It was reissued 
by Antonio Alcala Galiano with the following preface 
by Depping 
Cuando por la vez primera 
en 1817 publique' yo mi obra 
poca ay11da encontre en los 
trabajos de los recopiladores 
espanoles y tuve que venccer 
grandws, dificultades ••••• 
Desde entonces aca se ha 
despertado la aficion a la 
ant1~ua poesia esuanola en la 
? ' 66 tierra misma donde ella nacio ••••• 
66 E. Allisoa ueers, A History of the Romantic 
:t~ovement 1.£ Spain (Cambridge: University Press, 194~) 
Vol. I, p. 93 
Boehl von Faber's "Flosesta de Rima Antiguas 
Castellanas" altho:v;h pabllshed in Gerr:Jany, was 
mainly compiled in Spain with tl:.e collaboration 
of friends in lliiadrid. It was received favorably in 
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the Spanish press where it got considerable attention. 
The exiles' LondQn Review, "Ocios de 3:spa.noles emigrados 11 
devoted a twenty-pa~e notice to it urRir~ Spaniards 
to follow in Boehl's footsteps• These works of 3oehl 
as well as tbe writiwss of the Schle~el brothers 
aroLlsed tl:e interest of '.falter Scott, '3y:ron. Chatesubriand 
and ranzony in tneir res:peative cotlntr'.ies. So direct-
ly or ii1directly the Spanish writers of the nine-
teenth centLlry were influenced by German Romantic isn. 
Wl:en in 1833 the emigres ret tlTned from their 
various :rlaces of exile they were filled with t11eir 
enthusiasm for the new literary trend and became the 
champions of the new doctrines in ST:Jain. 
One of t~e most im~ortant of those who 
returne from exile in France was liartinez de la Rosa. 
His nconjuracion de la Venecia 11 in 1834 introduced 
rozranticisr.:: in tJ-:e theatTa. It was definitely a 
prodact of the exile's stay in France where he was 
attracted by t:r·.te new movement. 
Don Angel de SaavedTa, the duJ:e of Rivas, 
who had left his coantry in 1823 spaent eleven years 
in 311-:;land, Prance and Italy. He Tet u:rned to Spain 
imbtled witD. the new romanticism. His first production 
in the ·new style was " El mora exposi to ", the best 
epic of modern Spain and the first great RoMntio 
production in Spanish literatuTe. Fine poetic 
passages and. bea11tiful pTesentation of national 
legends are his contri~ation to the new school • 
ln his famous dTama n Don Alvaro" t he ~ave llS the 
most powerflll pTodllction of the whole Romantic move-
ment in Spain. 
Another retarned emigre, Antonio Alcala' 
Galiano made his aontTibu tion to the new dootTine 
in his manifesto in defense of romanticism, which 
he wrote as a preface to the first edition ·of 
"El moro exposito "• 
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Jose de 1~ptonceda, the most dynamic of the 
rettlrned exile, was a great admirer of Byron with 
whom he came in contact in J::n~land •. Althollgh some 
of his wrks show the byronic spirit, in his "Dia.blos 
r.iundo " there is a definite Goethe influence apparent. 
His StlC cessor, Zorilla, ov1es l1is popularity 
ti his selection of native themes and an appeal 
to priffiitive sentime~ts, such as coura~e, patriotism 
and religion • His wife, a gre~t admirer of E. T. A. 
Hoffman inspired her !Iusband to write 11 La Pasionaran 
in the fantastic style of that writer. 
One of tl':..e r.:ost im~:cortant Ror:'antic dranas 
of the year 1836 was n31 Trovador" by Antonio 
Garcia Gutierrez who was closely connected with the 
early r orn:::.lit ic moven~e nt in !3pain. n.:~ 1•-·a; e !I 
._J !! tJ ' 
rey monjen and n.;:n Encubierto de Valencian show the 
in:fl11ence oi the ::;'rench rorr:ant ic ist • nLas Bod as de 
Dona. Sanchon a.ud n~l Tesoro del rey11 tllrn to the 
national ?ast for their theme. 
Jusn ~agenio ~{ar~zeEbuscJ;, born of a Spanish 
mother and a German ?ather dis?layed a ti;ically 
German patience in searchin~ for obscure and histori-
cal details for t11e setting of his plays. In nLos 
a.rL:tntes de Teruel" both sides of his temperar.'1,:mt and 
a.rt are revealed at their finest. 
The above E':e~1tioned writers a:re the most 
oatstandicg of the Romantic I:J.OVeEent who in mome way 
or other were tin.,;ed by the German Romantic doctric.e 
either by direct contact or indi rec tl:y throtlgh 
Prance or Italy. 
Zngland 
'Ji th wh:.t t great ;:;leasilre the Schle ~el 
brothers a.n.d Boehl von T"aber Dust loo'k down fron the 
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